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European Accelerator R&D Roadmap

Five major topics (HFM, RF, Plasma, Muon Collider and ERL).  Intense work including an interim report and 
consultations with interested particle and accelerator physics community, for all of 2021.

CERN Yellow Report to appear soon. Council mandated LDG to present a plan for implementation by March 22.

Abstract:

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1040671 ß ERL Symposium, June 4, 2021

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1040671


The implementation task

LDG to present an implementation plan to CERN Council by March 2022. Note focus is on the next 5 year. 



Roadmap on Energy Recovery Linacs

Long Write-Up on ERLs
For publication end of 21 to
accompany ERL roadmap
~ 250 pages, ~50 authors

Max Klein, Andrew Hutton

in conjunction with Interim
Report and our presentations
to the LDG 30.9. + 12.10.21

LDG Meeting, November 2nd, 2021 To be published … 
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Remarks on ERL based Colliders (eh, muons)

Energy frontier DIS has been part of HEP
and is necessary for going beyond the SM. 
The EIC has obviously a different role.

LHeC and FCC-eh are partners of LHC and FCC. The
cleanest high resolution telescopes world can build.
Rechecking the power economy of LHeC (100MW).

ERL technology concept of LHeC has wide range of
HEP applications: yy collider, FCCee injector, HE XFEL à

arXiv:2106.03255
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R&D Goals and Motivation as described in roadmap 28.10.

-- Sustainability: Limitation of power consumption despite orders of magnitude higher luminosity need in electron based colliders

-- The near term 10 MW, 2K program: 100 mA currents, Niobium SRF at optimum frequency, Q0 3 1010 to 1011 , beam based

-- The longer term 4.4K program: R&D for power economy, 20 MV/m, 5 1010 Q0: ambition comparable to high field magnet program

- Next step in ERL technology 
- Crucial development for Europe to stay as recognised partner for US, Russia and Japan
- Technology base for decision on LHeC and FCC-eh, 802 MHz cryomodule demonstrator for FCC-ee feasibility
- Low energy particle and nuclear physics: nuclear photonics, exotic isotope spectroscopy, elastic ep (p radius, weak i.a.), dark photons
- Industrial applications such as Photolithography at nm scale, FELs (low and high E), inverse gamma sources,  pico-second Xray sources 

- Next generation ERL technology: power (heat transfer) efficiency enhanced by factor of three: 300 à 100 MW
- Enabling a 500 GeV 1036 cm-2s-1 luminosity ERL based linear collider for per cent measurement of Higgs self-coupling [backup]
- Transfer of superconducting RF technology to smaller labs à revitalisation of the field and its industrial base 



3-fold Roadmap Structure (executive summary)

First presented
to LDG 30.9.21



Ongoing/forthcoming facilities
S-DALINAC - Darmstadt

CBETA - Cornell

MESA- Mainz (from 2024)

cERL – KEK (50 years..)  

Recuperator – BINP (warm)

A challenging international ERL development program (no roadmap resource required).

See roadmap and long write-up for much more info.

Training, operation

Support EIC CeC

Exps, polarised, HOM

Industry, 10mA, Nb3Sn

90MHz, FEL



Roadmap integrates high current current source and 2K developments
into the two facilities (part C): 

bERLinPRO: 1.3 GHz, 100mA, 1-pass & PERLE: 802 MHz, 20mA,  3 passes Roadmap: long term cavity R&D towards 4.4K: SRF Panel
ERL: full module in beam test (2030?) PERLE or bERLinPRO

SRF elliptical cavity gun at bERLinPro: new 100mA module

ALICE  (20mA) PERLE:

- Operation at 20 MV/m with Q0 > 3 1010

- Extraction of HOM power from Helium bath
- Damping of HOMs to prevent beam break up 
- Reduction of RF power via Fast Reactive Tuners (FRT)
- 100mA sources (SRF and DC photocathode) 

- Nb3SN coating via vapour infusion, sputtering or ALD
- Evaluation of other superconductors as NbN, NbTiN, V3S
- Cavity tuners to avoid detachment of coating

Boost cryogenic efficiency and chill cavities with cryocoolers, no lHe

arXiv:2008.00599 

In parallel:
nitrogen 
diffusion 
and doping 
to reach 1011



bERLinPRO
(2022-2025+)

First ERL Facility to operate 100mA in single turn ERL with FRT control

A - Build SRF gun for 100 mA (currently power coupler limited)
B  - Adding 1.3 GHz module, equipped with FRT,  to complete  facility.
à R&D on stability, bbu, emittance preservation, beam loss, halo ..
à Test of FRT concept in high current beam operation.   

Jens Knobloch, Bettina Kuske, Axel Neumann (Berlin HZB), Orsay seminar by AN Dec 21
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CEBAF 5 pass

12 GeV (11 passes) beam to Hall D, 11 GeV to A,B,C

Experiment Run schedule for 2024
Important test of ERLs for high energy application

Electron Cooler for EICC Two ERL facilities in progress in the US
Important for, but not part of this Roadmap

Decision 
expected 
with CD2

Derbenev, Litvinenko
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ERL R&D
Funding 
Profile (from
Report)



title



Organisation

From Roadmap report

Collaboration Board and Host Laboratory (IN2P3/CNRS)

PERLE Project

Scientific Responsible: A Stocchi
Technical Responsible: W Kaabi

Spokesperson M Klein

Management Board

A Bogacz, P Duthil, F Gerigk
W Kaabi, M Klein (chair), B Militsyn
D Reynet, B Rimmer , A Starostenko
A Stocchi, P Williams

Project Engineer: Denis Reynet

WP1 WP2 WP3 WP11

Evolving
tentative
structure
of the PERLE
Project and
Collaboration



title



Conclusion

The year 2021 was a very important milestone year for energy recovery linacs, leading to much hope and high
expectations. As part of a global development, with CEBAF, CEIC in the US, cERL in Japan and the Recuperator
in Russia, Europe’s ERL future goes with MESA, the upgrade of bERLinPro and PERLE, which has a key role as a
high current, multi-turn facility. The support of CNRS/IN2P3/IJCLab and a very experienced collaboration offer
the unique chance to open a new chapter, not least for linear accelerators at Orsay. This opportunity poses
severe demands on all of us, as the ESP process is set to progress based on results by the mid twenties.  


